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DVD REVIEW

Malaysia to UK with Ed 
March: a C90 Adventure
Review by Paul H. Smith

✮✮✮✮ of �ve stars

Available from: DirtPunk.CO.UK
DVD: ~1:10 
Price: $30 DVD* | $16 download

Mention an unusual way to motorcycle the world and 
I’m in. And nothing screams “unusual” more than Ed 
March’s DVD (or download), Malaysia to the UK: A C90 
Adventure (M2UK).

Imagine a madcap eight-month, extremely low 
budget journey three-quarters of the way around the 
planet on a 23-year-old 90cc Honda C90. This is original 
stu� that puts an alternative spin on world ADV 
travel—loads of fun to watch, too!

Ed March is a naturally funny guy whose sense of 
humor is up there with the pros. His movie is full of 
sight gags and situations interwoven into his 14,500 
mile ride home; hardly what you might expect from an 
overlanding journey of this type. At the same time, it all 
somehow �ts—refreshingly so.

Ed’s irreverent approach to overlanding and 
storytelling makes this DVD unforgettable. Want 
romance? You’ve got to see his failed attempt at 
obtaining a marriage license, complete with wedding 
dress, with “Ninety” (his beloved Honda). Or dealing 
with a blown engine in Bangkok—just forty bucks and 
a couple of hours for a complete overhaul—with lunch 
thrown in. Want to add to your skill set? Check out Ed’s 
how-to instructional on picking up a C90 in the desert 
while doing the Funky Chicken; racing a 90cc bike 
around the Nürburgring circuit in Germany; or riding the 
Bamboo Railway in Cambodia….

Humor aside, M2UK is mostly a narrative of friendly, 
lovely people and unexpected kindness in parts of 
the world where we typically don’t expect it. And 
seeing Ed’s reception, particularly in Iran, is worth 
watching because it helps to illustrate the vast 
di�erences that exist between people of the world 
and their governments—a big part of what adventure 
motorcycling is all about.

Video cameras in the hands of imaginative 
adventurers like Ed are increasingly the medium of 
choice. Although it’s a solo �lming e�ort, Ed and the 
folks at Dirt Punk have produced a documentary  
that’s brilliantly funny while being culturally relevant. 
This DVD is an absolute hoot, and I recommend it 
highly.  

*DVD includes a 16 page full color booklet. Please note, this is an 
NTSC Region-0 DVD that should work on many DVD players and 
most computers worldwide.
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http://www.dirtpunk.co.uk/shop/best-sellers/malaysia-to-uk-dvd.html?SID=s6fbuceb7a8ms55fgla4sksh73#.VItLQSvF_N4



